Informatica Cloud Foundation

Overview

Informatica Cloud allows Cloud subscribers the ability to synchronize operational systems, providing a more holistic view of the business and enabling better business decision making. Building your first cloud tasks can seem overwhelming. Let Informatica Professional Services guide you through the process, while demonstrating our best practices and cloud integration expertise. The Informatica Cloud Foundation engagement is designed to help clients build their first integration task.

Our Value Proposition

• Jumpstart your integration deployment with one-on-one enablement from our cloud integration experts to build out your specific use case.
• Learn best practices and strategies for design, development, testing and deployment of Informatica Cloud tasks.
• Confidently plan and execute future Informatica Cloud design, build, and testing activities.

Key Program Deliverables

• Use case planning workshop
  • Identify Sources/Targets
  • Define integration requirements
  • Discuss data dependencies/data issues
  • Prioritize integration use cases
• Low Level design review
• Configuration of Cloud Connections – Source and Target
• Remote Build/Test workshop(s)
  • Consultants will perform a portion of build activities live via WebEx. This valuable deliverable offers clients insights on best practice for building and testing Informatica Cloud tasks.
  • Activities conducted during workshop(s) include: mapping development, complex logic implementation, process design, testing, and troubleshooting
• Informatica Cloud standard scheduling of Cloud Task(s)
• Documented next steps and future Cloud integration recommendations

Benefits

• Insight into best practices for DSS development and deployment
• Client Enablement for future DSS development
• Proven methodology, Velocity, for all phases of the Cloud project lifecycle

Typical Duration

• 1 Week

IPS Staff Level

• Senior Consultant
Key Program Details

Prerequisites
In order to ensure engagement success, there are several prerequisites that should be addressed by the customer:

- Subscribe to Informatica Cloud
- Ensure a running secure agent is available
- Identify your organization's Informatica Cloud Administrator(s).
- Complete the Informatica Cloud Basic training course
- Identify your organization's key decision-makers for integration requirements, development and testing
- Provide a development/test environment to support build activities for source and target systems related to the Task development.

Assumptions

- Source and Target connections must be native cloud connectors or cloud labs certified connectors. Custom connectors will not be built as part of this package.
- Customer must perform low level mapping design between source and target data. Informatica can provide the customer with a template for this activity and will review the completed mapping with the customer before build.
- Cloud tasks will be built based on specification from the low level design. Once the build has begun, any modifications to the design may result in additional costs not covered by this package.
- Informatica will test the task we have built. The customer should also test the task and provide feedback and approval before running the job in a production environment.
- All work will be conducted by Informatica remotely.

About Informatica

Informatica Corporation (Nasdaq:INFA) is the world’s number one independent provider of data integration software. Organizations around the world rely on Informatica to realize their information potential and drive top business imperatives. Informatica Vibe, the industry’s first and only embeddable virtual data machine (VDM), powers the unique “Map Once. Deploy Anywhere.” capabilities of the Informatica Platform. Worldwide, over 5,000 enterprises depend on Informatica to fully leverage their information assets from devices to mobile to social to big data residing on-premise, in the Cloud and across social networks. For more information, call +1 650-385-5000 (1-800-653-3871 in the U.S.), or visit www.informatica.com.

Learn More

Do It Right the First Time

Contact Informatica Professional Services at ips@informatica.com